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News, Views & Analysis

C-COM completes
integration with
Spacebridge U7400
professional mobility
trunking VSAT router
C-COM Satellite Systems has completed integration of the
SpaceBridge U7400 Professional Modem Series for Mobility/
Trunking VSAT Router with its iNetVu® antenna controllers.
The latest SpaceBridge VSAT networking platform, which
encompasses several new modems, is now fully compatible
with all C-COM Flyaway and Driveaway antenna systems.

Using the SpaceBridge U7400 VSAT router and testing
for satellite acquisition, C-COM’s 98cm Ka-band driveaway
antenna system configured with the iNetVu® 7710 controller,
was able to seamlessly acquire satellite in under 2 minutes.
C-COM’s ‘Best in Class’ antenna controllers offer
interoperability with 15 different modem manufacturers and
with more than 37 different models.
“We are happy to add the SpaceBridge U7400 highly
advanced networking platform to our list of integrated and
supported VSAT modems,” said Leslie Klein, President & CEO
of C-COM Satellite Systems, Inc.
“C-COM is a valued partner that we enjoy collaborating
with. The SpaceBridge U7400 Professional Modem Series
with our unique WaveSwitch™ multiple waveform switching
capabilities, provides the versatility needed to succeed in
mobile communication transition between MFTDMA and
SCPC over a single Modem,” commented David Gelerman,
President & CEO of SpaceBridge.
The interoperability of the SpaceBr idge U7400
Professional Modem Series, with its OpenAMIP supported
capabilities and its integration with C-COM’s antenna
systems, enables users to leverage high performing, efficient
and reliable connectivity solutions for demanding mobility
applications.
C-COM mobile antennas with iNetVu ® controllers,
compatible with U7400 series VSAT L3 Switches, are
available for immediate delivery.

EDITOR’S VIEW
Events of the future
We’re officially past the one-year mark for COVID-19; one year past the start of the
first lockdown, one year past the first time many of us would have started making the
effort to engage in video calls with colleagues and loved ones, and, most horrifyingly,
one year past the last time some of us would have had a haircut (guilty as charged)!
We’re also more than one year on from having engaged with any meaningful
conference/exhibition/seminar. I know, I know, the organisers of the events we’re all
accustomed to attending each year have been trying their best in what can only be
described as a ludicrous situation. And to be fair, some people have really enjoyed
the virtual events taking place. However, nothing can truly replace physical events,
meeting people, shaking hands, chatting over coffee. No doubt said organisers are
chomping at the bit for restrictions to be lifted and vaccination programmes to gain pace so that people are both allowed
and feel safe to travel to such crowded events once more.
Another more complex issue regarding events has arisen from the ash clouds of COVID-19. While many of us are
missing the meaningful connections and experiences we’ve gained over the years from such events, others are now
questioning (quite loudly on social media) the necessity of these events. Millions of dollars are spent annually at
communications shows – by exhibitors, sponsors, attendees – and they’re seen as a great indicator of how well a
company is doing at the time. Absent companies are speculated upon heavily. Now, some people in the industry are
suggesting that the whole event ecosystem needs to change, with more focus on connecting end users, encouraging
attendees throughout the service chain – from operators, service providers, all the way down to end users – and
bringing greater value to all than we’ve seen in the past. Others have suggested that the shows be canned completely,
to be replaced with smaller, more focused and more business-orientated events which are more cost-effective, businessefficient, and to be frank, less of a jolly.
We’ll be watching closely to see how these ideas develop in the months to come. No doubt, should we emerge into
a COVID-safe world again in which we can once more embark on actual face-to-face meetings, many will be desperate
for a resumption of normality and, dare I say, a jolly.
Onto the issue at hand! In this issue, we’ve spoken with Isotropic Systems’ Chief Commercial Officer Scott Sprague
to learn more about the company’s plans for next-generation antenna and terminal solutions – since its launch just a
few years back, this company has managed some impressive feats! We’ve heard from Globalstar on the impressive
accomplishments of satellite technology for humanitarian relief efforts, and Speedcast on the potential of LEO to change
the world. Meanwhile, we’ve explored the ongoing digitization efforts in all walks of life, how AI is changing the face of
satellite, and new developments in mobile broadcasting.
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latency, it maximizes the utilization of available bandwidth
resources and allows satellite service providers to deliver
the best Quality of Experience (QoE).

Image courtesy of ST Engineering iDirect

ST Engineering iDirect
launches Mx-DMA MRC,
the satcom industry’s
most powerful return
technology
ST Engineering iDirect has successfully delivered its
transformational Mx-DMA MRC (Multi Resolution Coding)
technology to its flagship customers, including satellite
service provider Ningbo BIRDSAT which is leveraging the
technology to offer differentiated services in the highly
competitive fishing market. Building on the award-winning
Mx-DMA HRC (High Resolution Coding) technology, Mx-DMA
MRC offers unprecedented service agility, extending the
availability of Mx-DMA to very large networks while lowering
the total cost of ownership.
Mx-DMA is a patented multi-access waveform that
incorporates the scalability of MF-TDMA with the efficiency
of single channel per carrier (SCPC) into a single return
technology. For the first time, service providers can now cover
a myriad of use cases in a single return link without making
tradeoffs between speed, efficiency, scale and cost.
Mx-DMA MRC scales in MHz and is independent of the
number of terminals used. Customers can now be served
with a single return link for the majority of their use cases,
minimizing operational complexity and maximizing statistic
multiplexing. Now available to first adopters, it offers the
highest level of intelligent, real time bandwidth allocation at
SCPC efficiencies. Designed to seamlessly adapt to changing
network traffic and link conditions while avoiding jitter and

Northrop Grumman and Intelsat make history with
docking of 2nd mission extension vehicle
Northrop Grumman Corporation and the company’s
wholly-owned subsidiary, SpaceLogistics LLC, have
successfully completed the docking of the Mission
Extension Vehicle-2 (MEV-2) to the Intelsat 10-02 (IS10-02) commercial communications satellite to deliver
life-extension services.
Northrop Grumman is the only provider of flightproven life extension services for satellites, and this is
the second time the company has docked two
commercial spacecraft in orbit. The company’s MEV-1
made history when it successfully docked to the Intelsat
901 (IS-901) satellite in February 2020. Unlike MEV-1,
which docked above the GEO orbit before moving IS901 back into service, MEV-2 docked with IS-10-02
directly in its operational GEO orbital location.
“Today’s successful docking of our second Mission
Extension Vehicle further demonstrates the reliability,
safety and utility of in-space logistics,” said Tom Wilson,
vice president, strategic space systems, Northrop
Grumman and president, SpaceLogistics LLC. “The
success of this mission paves the way for our second
generation of servicing satellites and robotics, offering
flexibility and resiliency for both commercial and
government satellite operators, which can enable entirely
new classes of missions.”
Under the terms of Intelsat’s satellite life-extension
servicing contract, MEV-2 will provide five years of
service to IS-10-02 before undocking and moving on to
provide services for a new mission.
“Intelsat has pioneered innovations in space-based
technology for more than five decades. We are proud to
work side by side with Northrop Grumman on today’s
groundbreaking mission, the first-ever docking of a
communications satellite in GEO orbit,” said Intelsat Chief
Services Officer Mike DeMarco. “Space servicing is a
valuable tool for Intelsat in extending the high-quality
service experience that our customers depend upon.
Northrop Grumman’s MEV technology has helped us
extend the life of two otherwise healthy and highperforming satellites, while focusing our innovation
capital on advancing the Intelsat next-generation network
– this technology is a ‘win-win’ for us.”
The Mission Extension Vehicle is the first in Northrop
Grumman’s lineup of satellite servicing vehicles, but
following last year’s robotic servicing mission award from
DARPA, the company is working with the agency on a
mission that will feature the first-ever commercial robotic
servicing spacecraft. This mission will expand the market
for satellite servicing of both commercial and government
client satellites with advanced robotics using the
company’s Mission Robotic Vehicle (MRV) to conduct inorbit repair, augmentation, assembly, detailed inspection
and relocation of client satellites through robotics.
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Artificial Intelligence

How AI supports
satellite technology
and space expansion
As we continue to realise AI technologies,
applications in space represent some of the most
critical challenges to be solved. Beyond aiding
craft design and navigation responsibilities, and
the data processing and interpretation of Earth
observation imaging satellites offer, autonomous
probes and independent systems stand to
redefine space exploration.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have
countless potential uses. The technology could realistically
change every facet of our civilisations. In the present, it
remains an emergent technology still proving its practicality
drawing differing opinions about the most appropriate ways
to deploy it.
As an incredibly challenging and vastly unmastered
frontier, the challenges of space continue to represent one
of the most deserving fields that autonomous computing could
contribute to. Space is one of the most inhospitable
environments known to man, far more hostile to supporting
life than the deepest trenches of Earth’s seas, or the highest
peaks of its mountains.
As an environment of terrific danger, we need all the help
we can get to prepare to brave the voids beyond our world
from our AI systems. ML is essential in the algorithms used
in the art of orbital pathing prediction alongside other satellite
fleet monitoring tasks, freeing up human operators for high
cognitive tasks and executive decision making.

Nasa's Robonaut pictured on the ISS. Photo courtesy NASA
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Almotive's aiWare NN hardware. Photo courtesy Almotive

From the ground
Lockheed Martin recently extended its partnership with NEC
collaborating on their system invariant analysis technology
(SIAT), which has since been integrated into an AI service
called T-TAURI or technology for telemetry analytics for
universal artificial intelligence. This platform identifies and
analyses anomalous results in equations produced during
the design, development, production, and test of spacecraft,
and propose resolutions.
Lockheed continues to pursue AI and ML technologies to
propel satellite and space solutions such as the efforts
contributing to NASA’s Artemis mission. While working on
the project in support of the Orion vehicle, T-TAURI and SIAT
worked together to analyse the data from 150,000 sensors
to produce a model of the vehicle’s operation including 22
billion logical relationships. Models like these provide
benchmarks for which future tests can be run or manoeuvres
can be analysed, making the regression of performance and
other inconsistencies easier to recognise and address.
“We’re thrilled that the innovative SIAT developed by NEC
provides value to Lockheed Martin,” said Motoo Nishihara,
Executive Vice President, CTO and Member of the Board,
NEC Corporation. “As it addresses not only the development
of complex systems but also the uniqueness of deep space
exploration. Together, we are committed to strengthening our
solution and finding new ways to apply this technology.”
Orbital intelligence
Mission preparation only scratches the surface of AI’s
applicability to helping us explore the stars; it’s also our most
valuable companion in the darkness of space. The high
throughput of LEO satellites combined with the benefits of
isolating processing infrastructure on spaceborne platforms
substantiates a case for positioning AI and ML systems in
orbit.
C3S LLC. agrees with that logic, cutting out extraneous
downlinking of data to process onboard satellites. The
company is developing a solution integrating autonomous
vehicle tech company AImotive’s neural networking to bring
high performance AI capabilities to small, power-constrained
satellites.
This means the data users receive isn’t just raw analytics,
but rather tailored and analysed information, customised to
be actionable in real-time situations, aiding applications such
as smart farming, cargo tracking, or natural disaster response.
This technology is projected for a demonstration on an
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Earth observation mission for mobilisation in the second half
of 2021 supporting precision agriculture, informed by high
ground resolution hyperspectral data generated from orbit
and disseminated into statistics on biochemical and
biophysical properties of crops, resulting in better crop health,
and higher harvest yields.
“The solution will include extensions of our low-power
aiWare hardware NN acceleration architectures,” said László
Kishonti, Founder and Chief Executive Officer at AImotive.
“Specifically designed to withstand the demanding habitat of
space, including heat fluctuations and cosmic radiation.”
Autonomous exploration
Beyond our planet’s orbit, automated systems become even
more valuable. The delay present in remotely controlling
space vehicles, particularly those travelling far beyond the
Earth, makes autonomous navigation routines vital to future
exploratory vehicles. By the time Earth receive any kind of
alert of an oncoming obstacle, the probe could have already
been hit by it. This and many other challenges in space would
benefit enormously from being handled independent of a
highly remote human operator. That is to say nothing of the
craft advanced enough to be sent wholly beyond
communications range altogether.
Companies like Intel, IBM and Google have been
collaborating with NASA to develop the advanced algorithms
needed to conquer the final frontier and return home from
the void. An example of an advanced process could include
estimating the chemistry of exoplanets by measuring the
wavelengths of light emitted or absorbed by molecules in
their atmospheres, helping to ascertain promising ventures
for habitability.
Asteroid mapping is another application. “An adept
astronomer with standard compute resources, could shape
a single asteroid in one to three months,” said Bill Diamond,

“Lockheed continues to pursue AI and
ML technologies to propel satellite and
space solutions such as the efforts
contributing to NASA’s Artemis mission.
While working on the project in support
of the Orion vehicle, T-TAURI and SIAT
worked together to analyse the data
from 150,000 sensors to produce a
model of the vehicle’s operation
including 22 billion logical relationships.”
the SETI institute’s President and Chief Executive Officer.
“So, the question for the research team was: Can we speed
it up?” Academics collaborating with Nvidia developed an
algorithm that could render a normal asteroid in just four days,
a program still used in astronomy to this day.
With unmanned exploration vehicles, spaceship design
could allow for lighter, simplified designs free of the myriad
systems needed to sustain somewhat comfortable, sane
human habitation, allowing for more robust construction and
more specialised equipment. “AI methods will help us free
up processing power from our own brains by doing a lot of
the initial legwork on difficult tasks,” said Giada Arney, an
astrobiologist at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. “But
these methods won’t replace humans any time soon, because
we’ll still need to check the results.”
While AI and ML are still finding ubiquity in our world,
and are far from realistically replacing human expertise, even
in the most rudimentary of organisational and executive tasks,
experts predict the exponential potential of the technology
means this won’t be the case for long. An AI revolution has
been heralded in the 2020s the like of which could
fundamentally change the ways we live. With truly smart copilots, we may soon solve problems to exploring the big black
sooner than we think.

UAESA's autonomous Al Amal (Hope) Mars probe. Photo courtesy UAESA
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Q&A Isotropic Systems

Isotropic Systems on
the verge of enabling
a new age of
connectivity
On the heels of a successful wave of fundraising
and milestone trials, Isotropic Systems is closing
in on the commercial launch of its revolutionary
multi-beam antenna. Thousands of new satellites
are bound for orbits in LEO, MEO, HEO and GEO
to offer unprecedented connectivity across a
broad range of markets, including defense, aero,
maritime, and corporate networks. But the nextgen ecosystem could fall flat without an equally
transformational ground game. Isotropic Systems
Chief Commercial Officer Scott Sprague provides
the very latest on the company and its patented,
optics-based multi-beam terminal that’s set to fill
the ground gap and launch commercially next
year.
Laurence Russell, News & Social Editor, Satellite Evolution
Group
Question: What is Isotropic Systems doing to deliver on
your plans to commercially launch your multi-beam
antenna in the first half of next year?
Scott Sprague: Isotropic Systems has just completed its most
recent wave of fundraising with key space investors, we’re
doubling the size of the company work force this year –
bringing on high-caliber engineers and more top talent across
the company, and we are in the midst of advanced trials of
our multi-beam antenna ahead of commercial production.
Our expanding team of engineers will be intensifying tests
and evaluations of our transformational terminal inside our
new technology and testing center, which has just opened
near our headquarters in Reading, UK.
All of this is happening right now in concert across our
organization, with a keen eye on the commercial launch of
our unique ground-based multi-beam antennas midway
through 2022. Of course, that’s when new constellations and
satellites are set to begin launching into MEO, LEO and GEO
orbits.
Question: How will your multi-beam antenna enable these
next-gen constellations to deliver a new age of
connectivity?
Scott Sprague: Isotropic Systems simply has the only
terminals capable of connecting to more than one satellite at
once with full performance beams. This is a world first that
10
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will unlock new levels of connectivity across the global
ecosystem of legacy and next-gen satellites.
The global space industry is accelerating at a record pace,
the development and delivery of new high-powered satellite
constellations in LEO, MEO, HEO and GEO orbits, with a
series of highly anticipated launches beginning later this year.
Thousands of new satellites will launch into multiple orbits
to deliver a whole new level of connectivity for government,
defense, travel, and enterprise markets. But this cutting-edge
ecosystem in space could fall short without an equally
transformational ground game.
That’s where Isotropic Systems comes in with our
breakthrough antenna. Without this antenna - this next-gen
ground infrastructure - the new constellations coming online
simply can’t realize their full potential in space and won’t be
able to satisfy a ravenous appetite for more connectivity here
on Earth.
Our unique capabilities have captured the attention of
the industry and space investors who are investing millions
of dollars in the ground to open the door to next-gen multiorbit connectivity.
While a lot of attention has rightfully been focused on
space and new developments in satellites going up in orbit,
Isotropic Systems’ new-age ground infrastructure is just as
cutting-edge as the next generation of constellations, and
the antennas are equally game-changing as a reusable
rocket.
Question: Speaking of investors, how did your most
recent fundraising effort go, and is it enough cash to get
Isotropic Systems through to commercialization?
Scott Sprague: Isotropic Systems secured more than US$40
million in funding that will serve to accelerate development
and commercial delivery of our game-changing multi-beam
antennas to a broad range of markets. With funds in place,
we can finalize the development of the antenna so it’s ready
to launch next year.
The fundraising drive brought together equity and grant
support from aerospace and telecommunications industry

17/04/2021, 16:53
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leaders around the globe. SES led the equity drive along
with key investors Orbital Ventures, UK Future Fund, and
existing investors Boeing HorizonX Ventures, Space Angels
and Firmament Ventures.
Investors have pointed to the optics technology at the
core of our terminals as a key driver behind much of the
fundraising success. The optics make it possible for our
terminal to link simultaneously with multiple satellites in
multiple orbits.
The investments were driven by our successful
developmental and operational approach, even amid the
global pandemic. Investors have been extremely pleased to
see a flurry of recent antenna development contracts, a series
of advanced terminal testing, and our latest roadmap that
has our initial terminal products in commercial rollouts in mid2022. And yes, the investments will drive our efforts through
commercial readiness into commercial delivery of our
antenna products.
It’s no surprise to see key investors extremely excited
about breakthrough ground infrastructure on the verge of
commercial reality. That has everyone on our team and
throughout our network of partners working harder and
smarter than ever during this important year of commercial
readiness.
Question: Despite the pandemic, Isotropic Systems is
thriving. How’s the company making that happen despite
the unprecedented challenges worldwide?
Scott Sprague: The success really comes down to our
unwavering focus on the successful delivery of our multi-beam
antenna in time for the launch of new multi-orbit constellations
and their new connectivity services next year.
We have taken the pandemic and COVID-19 protocols
very seriously throughout the last twelve months and we’ve
kept the team together and focused via vir tual

Isotropic Systems - 3D printed lenses accelerating
development and testing

communications platforms. The world has quickly learned
firsthand the importance of high-quality connectivity during
this pandemic and we have been more inspired than ever to
play a key role in taking that connectivity to a whole new
level.
As a result, we’re on track to facilitate a number of
milestone trials this spring and summer – tests that will
demonstrate multiple satellite links in multiple orbits at once
and will ultimately play a pivotal role in the on-time commercial
delivery of the Isotropic Systems multi-beam antenna.

Isotropic Systems terminal antenna
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Question: What markets are you focused on initially and
where do you see demand for Isotropic Systems’ multibeam technology?
Scott Sprague: We see big demand for better connectivity
in virtually every market, and our multi-beam antenna platform
is ideally suited to meet that demand in sectors ranging from
aero and maritime to corporate networks. We will first offer
commercial antenna products to the government, defense,
and land mobile sectors.
The defense industry and the US military has tried to crack
the connectivity code for years, and these organizations are
thrilled that we have cracked that illusive code with a whole
new technology defined as transformational optics.
The armed forces and defense agencies are incredibly
good at acquiring Intel, but they run into bottlenecks when
they try to distribute that mission-critical data over singlebeam parabolic antennas and other outdated infrastructure.
Our trials with the US Army and Air Force are successfully
demonstrating the game-changing connectivity and
capabilities our high-performance antennas can put in the
hands of frontline warfighters – and eventually airline and
cruise line passengers as well.
Question: When do you anticipate your first multi-beam
antennas initiating service in suppor t of new
constellations?
Scott Sprague: 2021 is our year of commercial readiness,

“It’s no surprise to see key investors
extremely excited about breakthrough
ground infrastructure on the verge of
commercial reality. That has everyone on
our team and throughout our network of
partners working harder and smarter
than ever during this important year of
commercial readiness.”

as we trial and hone the capabilities of our multi-beam
antenna in preparation for our inaugural commercial rollout
in the mid-2022 timeframe.
Our first-generation antenna roadmap tracks closely with
the first wave of new-age satellites and constellations
launching into space later this year – beginning with SES’
O3b mPOWER system.
The huge increase in satellite constellations over the
coming years, particularly in low and medium Earth orbits,
LEO and MEO, intensifies the demand for ground
infrastructure fully capable of unleashing the full power of
these new satellites in space. Isotropic Systems’ terminal is
the only one capable of unlocking this connectivity – given
its ability to connect all at once with existing and new satellite
systems.
That’s the elusive ground infrastructure the markets have
been waiting for – and we’re on the verge of making that
vision a reality, delivering a new age of connectivity.

Isotropic Systems infographic
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Occupying the lowest latitude of all the satellites, LEO satellites deliver the quickest connection to ground infrastructure. Photo
courtesy Speedcast

LEO satellites will
change the world of
remote connectivity
LEO satellites have been big news for the last
decade or more, with increasing numbers of
small satellites being launched into orbit more or
less each year. With greater connectivity
available, exciting new applications and services
are coming into play across the globe.
Will Mudge, Vice President Engineering Operations,
Speedcast
With the number of connected devices worldwide due to
hit 50 billion by 2030, it is no secret that our connectivity
demands are on the rise. Gone are the days when phones
and computers are our only connected devices; we are now
purchasing more wearable technology, connected gaming
devices, and smart features for our homes and cars than
ever before. But with so much buzz surrounding the
possibilities of 5G, some might find it shocking that it isn’t
the only solution to every connectivity need. In the satellite
world, the excitement is surrounding low Earth orbit (LEO)
satellites, which are bringing unseen connectivity to the most
remote portions of our globe.
The general assumption is that the more rural or
challenging your location, the poorer your connectivity is likely
16
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to be. But thanks to the potential of LEO satellites, those on
oil platforms or cruise ships out to sea, or at mines located
miles from any town or city, will be able to experience
connectivity as if they are sitting in their urban office, or in
their living room at home. This could be a game-changing
experience for those who rely on satellite connectivity for
high bandwidth applications.
Existing satellite capabilities
Thanks to their size, and the extreme distance away from
the Earth that they orbit, it only takes three Geosynchronous
Equatorial Orbit (GEO) satellites to achieve complete
coverage of the Earth’s surface. Of course, there are many
more than that now, in fact according to the UCS Satellite
Database, as of 2021 there are now 562 operating GEO
satellites.
But having now been around for over 50 years, it comes
as no surprise that they are not without fault. Because of
their large distance from the Earth, GEO satellites come with
the burden of higher latency. They are also expensive to
produce, and due to the Earth’s curvature – coverage outside
plus or minus approximately 70 degrees latitude isn’t possible.
In terms of latency, medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellites
often offer an advantage over GEOs. They orbit at a lower
altitude, decreasing the time it takes for a signal to travel
between the source and satellite, significantly increasing
transmit speeds. In recent years, this has made MEO an
excellent solution for applications such as high-speed
telephone signals, safety monitoring, and other technologies
that require lower latency than GEOs are able to provide.
That being said, our expectations for connectivity in recent
years have soared. As cellular technology has progressed
from 3G to 4G, to 4G LTE and now to 5G we have seen a
growth in data rates available to users, prompting applications
and usage that is ever-growing. This drives the development

17/04/2021, 16:53
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of enhancements within the satellite market, with LEOs poised
to offer a comparable experience.
The potential of LEO
Occupying the lowest latitude of all the satellites, LEOs
operate just 500-1,600km above the Earth’s surface. Thanks
to their proximity, LEO satellites offer a delay of just 0.05
seconds, making them ideal for cases that require super highspeed connectivity, like video conferencing, multi-player
online gaming or high-frequency financial trading
applications, that not only thrive off a real-time connection,
but need it to function. Companies like Telesat, SpaceX and
OneWeb have all begun putting these types of satellites into
orbit, ready to bring their customers connectivity solutions
with reduced latency that higher altitude satellites are not
able to provide.
Their proximity to Earth does mean that many more are
needed for adequate coverage; therefore, we are expecting

tens of thousands to be deployed in the coming years, driving
mass production of satellites which leads to more costefficiency per unit. They will form robust mega constellations
in our skies with greater resiliency than GEO due to the fact
that if one fails, another is not far away.
Not only will these satellites offer greatly reduced latency,
but they will open doors for solutions which were not
previously able to use satellite connectivity at all; latency isn’t
always just an inconvenience, for systems that need realtime connectivity, it’s a deal-breaker. Those like ERP systems
that often work in real-time, are designed for terrestrial
networks, and simply will not work at all on GEO satellites.
But when we’re able to implement LEO satellites that can
offer terrestrial level broadband connectivity to every corner
of the globe, suddenly these systems can operate in regions
previously unthinkable.
GEO, MEO and 5G complete the picture
The introduction of LEO satellites does not mean that GEO
and MEO satellites won’t still have their valued place in the
market. Once truly available for industrial markets, LEO will
be another technology that Speedcast leverages to design
complete managed solutions that deliver the high quality of

Offshore locations are able to experience the same level of connectivity as urban setting. Photo courtesy Speedcast
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service our customers require. This means it will join GEO,
MEO, and other connectivity paths in our toolkit of dependable
connectivity based on unique application, location, and other
requirements.
Similarly, 5G plays a vital part in the final equation. 4G
and 5G waveforms are based on Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) architecture, which shares capacity between
users through network slicing. This waveform has seen billions
of pounds worth of investment, meaning it is very advanced,
and when installed on a remote site for local connectivity it
outperforms private LTE and Wi-fi. If your remote mine is
situated in an area served by 5G, or your offshore platform is
close enough to land where 5G is available, it will provide a
boost in bandwidth greater than that of 4G or private LTE.
That being said, 5G does not have the global reach that
satellite can offer.
Organizations can get the best of both LEO satellites and
5G, by implementing software that seamlessly manages the

transition between terrestrial and satellite technologies on
any band and any orbit. By doing this, the complimentary
technologies provide always-on connectivity wherever you
are in the world.
Companies like Speedcast offer automated management
technologies such as SIGMA or SD-WAN, which can make
the right choice of network based on programmed priority
parameters. When you’re out of range from the cellular
network, it will automatically select the LEO, MEO or GEO
satellite that is right for your situation, and once 4G/LTE or
5G becomes available again, the software can automatically
switch to the best available option, switching back to the
always-on satellite connection if other connections fail or are
out of range.
As networks and satellite connections grow, network
management becomes crucial to ensure seamless business
operations. While technology evolves, and more options are
continuously offered to consumers, it is the duty of companies
like Speedcast to keep customers up to date on the available
alternatives and develop solutions which allow a seamless
transition between the most appropriate technologies,
ensuring they maximize their available bandwidth and
application uptime while streamlining costs.

We are expecting tens of thousands of LEO satellites to be deployed in the coming years.. Photo courtesy Speedcast
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Humanitarian relief
efforts get extra help
from satellite
technology and
software innovation
NGOs in recent years have recognized how the
powerful combination of dedicated software
technology and reliable satellite communications
can help safeguard workers and optimize
resources. But the pandemic has brought the
value of this advanced tech into even sharper
focus.
Gavan Murphy, Director of Marketing EMEA, Globalstar
It’s no secret to any of us that we are living in an unsettled,
even troubled world. Disasters both man-made and naturally
occurring are as we speak affecting communities in wide
swathes of our planet. Humanitarian relief efforts are currently
underway across the globe, delivering life-saving support to
help people impacted by drought, famine, environmental
cataclysm, political upheaval, and civil unrest. Of course, now
relief agencies are also faced with the extra challenges posed
by the COVID-19 pandemic.
It’s good news that today there is an array of cutting-edge
technology already available from dedicated specialist
innovators to help aid organizations track and protect workers
and assets as ongoing relief work is carried out.
One such provider is France-based Traksat, a Globalstar
Value Added Reseller, which has recently seen

SPOT Gen3 - in hand. Photo courtesy Globalstar
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Gavan Murphy, Director of Marketing EMEA, Globalstar

unprecedented demand for its satellite-enabled software
solutions. Traksat exists to deliver the functionality needed
by NGOs and military organizations as they conduct their
operations in very demanding environments around the globe.
“Our deployments for NGOs have more than doubled in
the last 18 months,” reports Pierre Laporte, Traksat Founder
and Managing Director. The company he established in 2012
has to date deployed over 1,400 Globalstar-enabled safety
and tracking devices for humanitarian organizations
internationally.
Software meets satellite
Traksat has developed a specialist software platform with
extensive options, including 10 different mapping choices, to
meet the particular needs of NGOs and government agencies.
Complemented by reliable Globalstar satellite technology,
humanitarian efforts are benefitting from a wide range of
capabilities to support worker safety and other operational
requirements. Specific map layers, for instance, provide
additional live detail on traffic, weather as well as location
and severity of local natural disasters.
Among the NGOs leveraging Traksat is Humanity &
Inclusion (HI) which is deploying Globalstar’s SPOT Gen 3
satellite messengers and SmartOne Solar IoT tracking
devices to protect relief workers and manage operations.
New-York headquartered International Rescue Committee,
rescue.org, also uses Traksat and SPOT devices in numerous
African countries to safeguard and track aid workers. Fellow
NGO ACTED is similarly using SPOT Gen3s in Niger.
Globalstar technology has also helped safeguard workers
for the Lebanese Red Cross, and for Disaster Tech Labs which
has been supporting people and rebuilding communities since
2016 during the migration crisis in Europe and the Middle
East. Organizations which have provided disaster relief in
Haiti, USA and elsewhere have also benefitted from reliable
and economical satellite-enabled connectivity and safety.
In Traksat’s longest-standing project, over 250 Globalstarenabled devices are providing staff security and supporting
vehicle management for HI’s humanitarian workers in DRC

17/04/2021, 16:53

(Democratic Republic of Congo), CAR (Central African
Republic), Chad, Mali, Burkina Faso, and Niger, as well as in
Colombia. With global headquarters in Lyon, and currently
ranked world’s 12 th largest NGO, Nobel-Prize winner HI
(formerly known as Handicap International) operates in
situations of poverty and exclusion, conflict, and disaster,
supporting disabled and vulnerable people to help them meet
their basic needs, improve living conditions, and promote
respect for their dignity and fundamental rights.
“Technology and support from Traksat and Globalstar play
a big part in helping us meet our security and fleet
management needs; we are able to consider geolocation as
a key operational asset and never as a constraint,” says
Emmanuel Bertolus, Logistics Manager at Humanity &
Inclusion. HI equips staff with SPOT Gen3s so they can stay
connected with colleagues when in locations where
alternative communications networks are inadequate. In an
emergency, the device’s SOS button raises an alert and
instantly sends the user’s GPS location to HI’s central
operations centre and local coordination sites, from where a
rescue can be initiated.
Operationally, especially in places like desert and jungle,
it’s often impossible for a worker to know his or her exact
location, or, for instance, if they have crossed any local or
national borders. Knowing their own position in precise
relation to fellow team members, or the nearest hospital or
operations hub, is critical to ensure worker safety and security.
The Traksat-Globalstar platform enables geo-fencing options
which include alerts when two or more trackers are in the
same predefined radius or when one tracker is moving away
from the others. This is particularly useful to secure a convoy
of cars, for example, or get a notification when a group of
people are gathering at the same location. The system can

Humanitarian Relief Efforts

also raise an alert should the user inadvertently travel beyond
a pre-designated area.
The devices can be assigned to one or more groups, or
one or more users inside each group. The system can also
be configured to allow a range of rights and permissions from
simple read-only access to complex full administration.
High priority alerts can be relayed by secured email and/
or SMS and be displayed on the platform with a specific flag.
An alarm sound and red banner in the messages panel will
alert operations staff that there is an emergency. A voice alert
via a phone call to registered numbers is another Traksat
option.
All this means that NGOs’ security teams can keep a
watchful eye on staff in the field. For HI, should tracking
suggest something might be wrong, security and contact
protocols are initiated, and if needed, rescuers know exactly
where to go thanks to the system’s instant and accurate
positioning information.
Economical price, and ease of use, with no need for wired
installation, are compelling personal protection features for
HI. Explains Laporte: “Even to install simple tracking devices
in vehicles requires a certain level of installer competence
and this is something that simply can’t always be guaranteed
in some remote regions. SPOT, on the other hand, needs
only a few minutes to set up and it’s ready to use.” Where
situation-appropriate, low-energy, low maintenance
SmartOne Solar units are fitted to vehicles via simple cabling
to enable reliable IoT tracking.
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Laporte says a big benefit of SPOT devices is simplicity;
“The NGOs appreciate this, particularly if faced with danger
or other emergency, help is just a button press away.”
Keeping workers safe and secure in places of political
unrest poses additional challenges. Crews from one Traksat
NGO customer carry SPOT Trace devices for personal safety.
The device helps to monitor staff as they travel across remote
and hazardous regions via motorcycle, car, or boat. These
relief workers face numerous risks, especially hijack and
vehicle theft, as well as breakdown and accidents. SPOT
Trace is acting as an early war ning system which
complements the organisation’s in-house security protocols.
Pandemic in perspective
The COVID-19 worldwide pandemic brought chaos in many
different ways. But in areas with many pre-existing societal
challenges, the incremental relative impact was not as
dramatic as elsewhere. Observes Laporte: “The pandemic
has to be looked at in perspective. It struck, in many places,
amid a landscape of deep instability, both political and
otherwise, and many other crises which have had a more
devastating toll on the population.”
“Ebola, drought, famine – these did not stop with the arrival
of Covid. Car-jackings by armed street gangs, this is
happening now but also before 2020. This is what people in
the field are dealing with,” he continues.
Laporte shares: “The NGOs we work with are deployed
in some extremely challenging environments, places which
are tragically affected by numerous contagions and other
struggles.” The impact of the 2020 pandemic, relatively
speaking, in some contexts, has not been as dramatic as in
other locations around the globe. In view of the tragedy that
has been caused by Ebola, for example, still one of the
deadliest killers in Africa, Covid-19 is commonly regarded in
some regions as more or less the most recent setback to a
community already beset with huge security and health
devastation.
The pandemic compelled some NGOs to pause or
temporarily downscale some of their operations. For example,
in Mali, several initiatives had to stop because so many NGO
staff became ill. Relief work did carry on, however, even
though the scale of operations were forcibly reduced. In fact,
according to Laporte, at the height of the pandemic, several
new humanitarian missions were opened up, providing fresh
support to countries devastated by disease, absence of clean
water, and other conditions.
Capabilities come to light
Laporte has discovered that during the pandemic, some
NGOs have, perhaps to their own surprise, become aware of
numerous benefits of having an advanced software platform,
supported by reliable satellite connectivity, at their disposal.
“Our customers realized, possibly really for the first time, the
full utility of our SaaS [software as a service] and online
remote platform.”
“Staff were able to maintain the same level of in-the-field
monitoring, surveillance and worker protection even if they
were working from home or re-deployed to operations hub
offices or headquarters,” he says. For some France-based
NGOs, for instance, for much of 2020, head offices were
attended by only about 10 percent of their usual number of
24
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employees. Even with this skeleton crew, relief operations in
Africa, and the workers carrying them out, kept being
supported thanks to Traksat’s and Globalstar’s technology.
The NGOs’ relief work simply had to keep on going; even
with teams dispatched to their home offices. Says Laporte:
“They were able to continue overseeing their operations,
monitor assets, manage staff safety and security, and this is
precisely the purpose of the tools we give them.”
Operatives are even able to customize the
communications links remotely and on-the-fly. Laporte
explains that the alert process can be easily configured to,
for example, link directly to a regional hospital should NGO
staff be unavailable or unable to travel to a specific remote
site as they normally would in pre-Covid times.
“I think that the unexpected new challenges that have
emerged during the pandemic have shone a new light on
how powerfully and flexibly the technology and ecosystem
can be leveraged,” he says.
Customers who previously had not had cause to use the
technology to its full capability are suddenly faced with new
challenges such as staff health absences and redeployments.
For the first time, they are becoming aware of the scale of
capability which the technology offers – capability that
enabled critical humanitarian work to carry on.
Unfortunately, security is - and it looks like always will be
- a major consideration for humanitarian organizations and
their workers. Fortunately, innovative software platforms
complemented by cost-efficient satellite technology are on
hand.
The final word goes to Laporte: “Security will always be a
priority, and this has not changed with the pandemic. Some
projects were paused, mission priorities were revised, and
teams restructured or redeployed. But providing the most
urgently needed direct and immediate relief remains top
priority: This goes hand in hand with protecting staff. Both
are never compromised.”

NGO workers in Chad - with SmartOne Solar - solarpowered IoT tracker. Photo courtesy Globalstar
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How a year of
distancing has
accelerated mobile
broadcasting
technologies
With the distance requirements of the pandemic,
the broadcast industry has undergone a little
renaissance developing mobile broadcast
technology, allowing for increasing REMI (remote
integration model) solutions, unlocking new
efficiencies that would not have become
apparent without such an atmosphere of
adversity.
Laurence Russell, News & Social Editor, Satellite Evolution
Group
In November 2020, ESPN ran a special feature on
American Heroes in celebration of Veterans Week as part of
Morning debate show First Take. The segment involved live
broadcast from five separate military bases in the US.
ESPN made extensive use of remote workflows and
mobile broadcasting equipment in order to make the feature
possible while preventing unnecessary travel and observing
realistic viral safety measures. “Doing the show from the studio
yet still having onsite audiences, interviews, and more from
each base allowed us to create a week of meaningful shows
while keeping everyone safe,” said ESPN Coordinating
Producer Antoine Lewis.
Using a skeleton crew transported by hybrid production
trucks beaming their feeds to a hub in Bristol, Connecticut
via satellite for integration. A shoot that would have once used
50 trained people which needed to be positioned on-site was
possible with just 20 negative-test broadcast professionals
commissioned from local areas.
“Given the circumstances and the times, we didn’t retreat
and say, Oh, we can’t do it,” said Lewis. “We upped the stakes.
We are trying something ambitious. That’s how important this
is to us, and, hopefully, the viewers felt the same way when
they watched the show.”
Production hubs make REMI a reality
Capturing remotely is only part of the equation when it comes
to mobile broadcast. Hubs are needed to integrate resources
into cohesive programming by organising distant operators
and organising them intelligently, the development and
optimization of which has been its own endeavour.
26
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BMG's REMI Hub features redundant fibre and automatic
seamless failover. Photo courtesy BMG

Broadcast Management Group (BMG) recently installed
a first-of-its-kind REMI production hub in Las Vegas alongside
a REMI mobile unit, providing broadcast hardware, software,
and administration infrastructure to support sports, news,
music, and entertainment production running remote shoots.
“It often doesn’t matter where the facility is; it matters
where the show needs to be produced,” said BMG CEO Todd
Mason. “Which is often driven by the talent: You could have
the best facility in the world, but, if the talent isn’t there, it
doesn’t matter. So that made me think: Why do we need brickand-mortar facilities at all? My plan when I founded BMG 15
years ago was for BMG to go wherever the client needed the
show to be, anywhere in the world, and rent the needed
equipment locally.”
The hub features multiple control rooms, each capable of
managing 40+ incoming feeds and 14 outgoing feeds. With a
minimal staff required at the hub itself, the majority of the
crew can operate remotely, connecting to the hub via any
reliable Internet connection.
Over the past 12 months, BMG has helped produce an
average of 70 hours of live broadcast content per week via
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the REMI workflow. As the world becomes increasingly
virtualized, it’s also globalizing, spreading out across ever
more decentralised locations, as business and
communication becomes more data driven.
BMG facilitates a variety of custom REMI mobile
transmission units suitable for remote shoots, live interviews,
speciality sports coverage including real time remote
commentary, and playout services including streaming. The
company plans to build several more of these kinds of mobile
units.
When BMG was involved in broadcasting a hockey series
for the Silver Knights the line producer, graphics operator,
and director were all situated safely in their homes, plugged
into the REMI hub, and did their jobs seamlessly from home
offices as capture staff filmed on-site.
“While this is not specific to COVID,” Mason explains, “[the
pandemic] has definitely accelerated a lot of trends that were
already happening, and I think REMI has leapt forward five
years as a result. The manufacturers have [sped up]
development of all the key components you need in REMI.
Last June, when we launched the prototype facility, we were
flooded with work. I said I want to take REMI to the next level,
and that meant building the broadcast data centre we have
today. We are confident that this is the first [REMI offering] of
its kind. There are people doing REMI productions, but this
is really REMI on steroids. There’s no question that this is
the future, and this model is going to proliferate, so we believe
we are leading the way.”
The acceleration of mobile production under the pandemic

Mobile streaming. Photo courtesy lassedesignen/Shutterstock

is corroborated. When Haivision surveyed its broadcast
customers and prospects in March, which included over 500
broadcast professionals, they agreed lockdowns have
increased the uptake of mobile broadcast with 39 percent of
respondents were employing remote production and REMI
workflows, and a further 46 percent agreed such trends would
be vital for their organisation in the future.
Contributors also reported their biggest challenges to the

BMG has built what it describes as a first-of-its-kind REMI production hub. Photo courtesy BMG
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adoption of remote technologies, with 42 percent pointing to
the transition to IP, and another 41 percent saying the issue
was creating a culture of remote collaboration.
The democratisation of mobile broadcast
But mobile broadcasting isn’t only limited to the broadcast
industries. In the same way entertainment was democratised
by social media, livestreaming via mobile devices is similarly
opening up broadcast in increasingly flexible ways.
The rise of Twitch and other streaming platforms has
allowed anyone and everyone to stream content from their
bedrooms, catching the eye of broadcasters – not least
because of their rising viewing figures. With streamers
enjoying healthy compensation, streaming sites are fuelling
a new mode of broadcast, funding the development of new
talent and technologies, much as Youtube did in its golden
age from 2008-15.
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and even Reddit allow for
livestreaming, including the ability to interact with a live
audience, which can message the broadcaster. With more
and more people getting comfortable with home streaming,
and the scaled monetization opportunities it provides, it
seems like the foundation has been laid for people to
broadcast their lives in real time using the power of consumer
electronics.
Emergent applications of consumer broadcast
While the immediate use of such technology might be abstract
to us today, it could become a cornerstone of modern

technology in the world of tomorrow. Already British police
are seeking to experiment with a platform allowing members
of the public to livestream an incident to the police while in
progress, transmitting one’s position for officers to respond
to, which is intended to be compatible with civilian drones,
dash cameras, and body cameras who need to illustrate a
crime.
Three police forces in Southeast England are looking to
procure the software necessary to integrate the service. The
depar tments of Bedfordshire, Her tfordshire, and
Cambridgeshire are in the early stages of producing ‘a livestreaming service that gives members of the public the ability
to broadcast from their device without the need of an app on
the recipient’s device.’ Which would be able to show nearby
officers a feed of the exact event in progress on their own
devices.
The goal of the technology is to speed up the process of
identifying, locating, and capturing the culprits of occurring
incidents. With the chance of solving crimes like kidnappings
so reliant on the speed of response, it’s the hope of the police
that tools like these will be capable of resolving serious
crimes. This is just one application of consumer mobile
broadcasting, with a lot of potential to provide public good.
As these technologies become better realised, we could soon
see it changing our way of life.

Inside the audio room at BMG's REMI Hub in Las Vegas. Photo courtesy BMG
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The digital revolution

Digitization has been taking over the world in
recent decades, with traditional pen and paper,
hardback books and vinyl records all being
replaced by intangible digital solutions. While
some mourn this loss of physical goods that you
can hold in your hands and keep for decades, the
benefits of digitization including efficiency and
cost savings are hard to deny.
Amy Saunders, Editor, Satellite Evolution Group
Digitization, the process of converting information into
a digital format, is taking over the world. Granted, the process
has been slow, thus far spanning several decades, but traction
is picking up in all sorts of areas. Many of us are old enough
to have happily snapped away with our own cameras
containing actual film or to have whiled away afternoons
listening to music on vinyl records – both now making a
comeback as all things retro eventually do. But today, like
many other things, our cameras, films, music, books and so
much more have gone digital.
The digital revolution is well and truly upon us. Ramping
up from its steady growth in recent decades as more and
more areas went digital, the COVID-19 pandemic saw
digitization increase exponentially across the globe as more
people than ever before were forced online, with recordbreaking numbers achieving their work, studies, shopping,
healthcare, social activities, and leisure in a new digital era.
And that’s just at the consumer front. Businesses faced with
unprecedented circumstances, which had been slowly
evolving to new, more efficient digitised systems, suddenly
found themselves thrust into a new world in which the options
were to digitise fully or fold.
Digital mining
One of the oldest industries in the world, and certainly one
of the slowest to adapt to new technologies, mining
companies are nevertheless jumping on board the digitization
trend, making use of IoT, satellite connectivity and remote
imaging, UAS and cellular backhaul innovations to bring
mining into the modern era. The benefits are similar to those
achieved at sea or in-flight, including enhanced safety,
employee retention, cost savings and increased efficiencies.
According to the latest research from Inmarsat’s ‘The Rise
of IoT in Mining,’ mining businesses expect to invest a
considerable portion of their IT budgets into the IoT over the
next three years to achieve benefits such as improved health
and safety and staff productivity. This level of planned spend
on IoT marks it out as a critical next generation technology
as mining companies continue to navigate the COVID-19
pandemic, giving them the tools to become more resilient,
more flexible, and quicker to adapt and react to change.
Inmarsat’s research, which focused on Industry 4.0
technologies, found that, over the past three years, cloud
computing, cybersecurity and IoT have seen the highest
percentage of budgetary investment, totalling 5.7 percent,
4.2 percent, and 3.9 percent, respectively. These three
30
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Gwennap lithium drilling. Image courtesy
Cornish Lithium

technologies are set to retain the highest percentage of
investment in the next three years rising to 9.8 percent, 8.4
percent, and 7.6 percent respectively. This reflects the wider
increases across the other technologies surveyed, including
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and robotics.
Mining companies also repor ted that their IoT
deployments are continuing to make a positive impact on
their bottom line. Currently, cost savings amounting to an
average of 5.1 percent are being reported. Hopes of a future
impact on cost savings are more pronounced, rising steadily
from 7.7 percent in 12 months, 13.8 percent in three years’
and a significant 18.9 percent in five years’ time. This is a
sizable increase on previous research, where in 2018 mining
organisations reported average current cost savings of an
average of 1.76 percent, expected to rise to 16.02 percent
by 2023. This not only illustrates the immediate return on
investment (ROI) that IoT has brought to the sector over the
past few years, but also the continued confidence the sector
has in IoT to bring long-term cost savings.
“Mining companies are starting to place more faith in IoT
technologies, and with increased adoption they are starting
to see an increase in cost savings amongst other tangible
benefits,” said Nicholas Prevost, Director of Mining, Inmarsat.
“In the next five years this return on investment is set to grow
further, ensuring that those companies investing in IoT are
those that will lead the pack. From an investor community
perspective, investment in IoT is a good indicator of a mining
organisation’s resilience, efficiency and commitment to safety
and sustainability. These are the sorts of markers that will
ensure mining companies can thrive in the present and in
the future, particularly in light of the challenges that Covid19 has thrown at the industry.”
An interesting £4 million new project out of Cornwall, UK,
was recently announced, which aims to create a world leading
centre for digital mining exploration and map out Cornwall’s
true mineral wealth. The Deep Digital Cornwall project, led
by the Camborne School of Mines (CSM) with the Institute
for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence at the University
of Exeter, will conduct research and champion innovation.
Funded by the European Regional Development Fund,
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the project includes three partners: Cornish Lithium, bringing
exper tise in new data collection, digitising data, and
identifying and developing opportunities for the application
of machine learning and AI technologies; Cornwall Resources
Limited (CRL) which will provide Redmoor as a field site for
acquisition of new geochemistry and geophysical data, which
will then be provided to the Deep Digital Cornwall data centre;
and the South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite
Applications (SWCoESA), which will help SMEs develop and
commercialise space technologies and beneficial satellite
applications.
A new physical research hub will be created on the
University of Exeter’s Penryn Campus, offering a state-ofthe-art 3D modelling and visualisation suite with dedicated
researchers, innovators, and business development
specialists.
Deep Digital Cornwall will carry out research into digital
technologies and develop new digital products, processes,
and services to enhance SME offerings to sectors including
mining, geothermal, civil engineering, surveying and water
resources, heritage, planning and more.
“The DDC project is an exciting development to push the
boundaries of digital data capture and interpretation to
optimize assets,” said Matt Eyre, senior lecturer in mining
engineering/intelligent mining at Camborne School of Mines.
“The outputs of the project can have wide reaching effects in
an ever more technologically focused digital world.”
Earth observation 2.0
Earth observation – the monitoring of everything from
weather, atmospheric make-up, pollution through to coastal
erosion, crop monitoring, wildlife migration and much more
in between – has always been of vital importance to
government bodies and the scientific community. This
information affects all of us every single day of our lives,
impacting the food we have available, the way we travel, where
we build our homes, and so on.
Like many other areas of life, the last few decades have
seen Earth observation become increasingly digitised. Where
the movement of wild animals and herds used to be tracked
manually, now they’re increasingly monitored via satellite from
space, or via the Internet of Things (IoT) with remote GPD
trackers. Similarly, cliff erosion – which has huge impacts on
housing, beach safety and sea levels –once only monitored
with physical inspections and measurements, can now easily
be tracked remotely, digitally, over the space of days, weeks,
months and even years via satellite. These are just two key
areas where increasing levels of digitization across the globe
makes it easier, faster, cheaper, and more effective to monitor
the natural world, often from a convenient distant location,
digitally.
A fantastic new project out of Spain has recently made
the headlines, wherein more than 20 Spanish companies
have joined forces to design, manufacture and launch a
constellation of 30 Earth observation satellites which will
enable the digitization of multiple strategic sectors as well as
obtaining key data for environmental monitoring and
ecological transition.
The Euro147 million project is being led by Open Cosmos
and fits neatly into the framework of the Programme for the
Promotion of Industrial Competitiveness and Sustainability
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“Like many other areas of life, the last
few decades have seen Earth
observation become increasingly
digitised. Where the movement of wild
animals and herds used to be tracked
manually, now they’re increasingly
monitored via satellite from space, or via
the Internet of Things (IoT) with remote
GPD trackers.”

projects that will be financed with European recovery funds.
The space initiative will promote a new industrial fabric
exporting 100 percent Spanish technology, which is expected
to generate 10 percent more quality jobs in the space sector
and a turnover of more than Euro500 million by 2026. The
first phase of the project is expected to commence in less
than two years and will ultimately help build digital models to
address the main challenges facing Spain in terms of
sustainability, digitization, and optimization of multiple
economic sectors with frequent data of high scientific value.
The satellites will include novel propulsion systems, a
generation of observation cameras with integrated Artificial
Intelligence (AI), a high bandwidth communications system
or the integration of applications with terrestrial and satellite
Internet of Things (IoT) services, among other elements. A
data platform will be deployed in the cloud where, through
advanced processing techniques supported by AI, it will be
possible to analyse the environment for effective decisionmaking, allowing direct applications in agriculture, civil and
environmental protection, alternative energies, infrastructure
management, prevention, and detection of natural disasters,
etc. In this way, they will monitor the environment or the impact
of the human footprint from space, contributing to the
fulfilment of the European digitalization and environmental
objectives detailed in the European Green Deal.
“This project aligns almost an entire industrial sector, the
so-called NewSpace or Space 4.0,” said Carlos Fernández
de la Pena, Vice President of data and satellite services at
Open Cosmos. “This is an environment that is very rich in
knowledge but faces the difficulty of having it very fragmented
in SMEs and research centres; without a doubt, an ambitious
objective and a clear boost would place the consortium at
the forefront of technology and the market. This is a project
that brings together top-level talent and technology, and which
will attract international investment, create highly qualified
jobs and increase the sector’s export capacity.”
The digital ship
The shipping sector is notoriously slow-moving when it comes
to technology upgrades. New hardware installations require
ships to dock for extended periods for physical installations,
testing and calibration activities, bringing the ships out of
use and resulting in loss of income for shipowners.
Nevertheless, recent years have seen an increasing push
towards digitising ships to increase profitability and crew
retention, while cutting costs and downtime due to
maintenance.
This new drive for digitization went into overdrive in 2020
when, like many other industries, the COVID-19 pandemic
prompted a much-needed overhaul of systems across the
globe.
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Digitization

Ship data consumption doubled in during the year
according to Inmarsat, which has since launched a new ‘Fleet
Data Academy’ to understand the full benefits of digitalization
provided by a fast-growing ecosystem of applications.
Inmarsat, which has completed its 10,000th Fleet Xpress
ship installation, has reported that daily download data rates
per vessel grew from less than 4GB from mid-2020 to 8GB
by the end of the year, as more ships than ever before look
to go digital to achieve safer, greener, and more efficient
operations.
“Covid-19 has brought a major spike in data demand for
crew connectivity and our Fleet Hotspot wi-fi solution has
gained exceptional traction, but the arrival of Fleet Data as
maritime’s first secure and scalable Internet of Things platform
has also been pivotal,” said Ronald Spithout, President,
Inmarsat Maritime. “Using cloud-based data storage and
interfacing easily with decision-making software, this has
moved Fleet Xpress to a ‘2.0’ solution. This also delivers fully
on the promise of smart shipping, fully-scalable for vessel
operators, making maritime accessible for start-up application
providers just as it is for established corporates.”
A ‘Digitalization Uncovered’ survey of 370 ship owners
commissioned by Inmarsat at the end of 2020 saw 71 percent
of respondents citing cost reduction and operational
efficiencies as a top three driver for digitalization, while
compliance featured as a top three concern for 60 percent.
The move from Class Societies to support remote surveys,

“Covid-19 has brought
a major
spike in
Tactical
Communications
data demand for crew connectivity and
our Fleet Hotspot wi-fi solution has
gained exceptional traction, but the
arrival of Fleet Data as maritime’s first
secure and scalable Internet of Things
platform has also been pivotal.”

wider adoption of telemedicine and shipyards building in
smart capability to new buildings are also transformative.
“Maritime digitalization is now unstoppable,” said Spithout.
“The market is becoming mature enough to support its own
digital ecosystem with separate bandwidth channels for crew,
applications and operations.”
TMI
As we move into a truly digitised era, it’s absolutely vital that
we do not become overloaded with Too Much Information
(TMI). With so much data being produced, moved, shared,
and stored, processing that data becomes an immense
challenge. The solution, according to many, is Machine
Learning (ML) and AI, which are set to change the world
with intelligent automation of so many processes, including
the handling, analysis, and actioning of all this data we’re
suddenly producing. Time will tell whether these systems
prove as useful as we’ve been promised, or whether they’ve
been oversold!

Inmarsat GX1-4 satellite. Photo courtesy Inmarsat
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